
APPRECIATING BLOOM

F OR MY WIFE MERRIAM AND ME, THE
March 2007 SUNSTONE evoked more

than the usual nostalgia: Curt Bench (“More
Faith Than I’d Thought”) was one of the pre-
cocious members of the BYU student branch
we were associated with in the 1970’s. Brad
and Cherie Woodworth, both Russian ma-
jors, met in our language classes. I envy their
now having such an illustrious neighbor,
Harold Bloom, in New Haven. Bloom’s
thought—idiosyncratic yet most distin-
guished—comprises a school of criticism all
its own. His insights about Shakespeare
alone in The Anxiety of Influence and
Shakespeare: the Invention of the Human would
suffice to earn him such a deserved scholarly
reputation. 

Coincidentally, during our graduate years
at Yale, Merriam and I frequently observed
through the window of our second floor
rental a rather corpulent young gentleman
sprawled in a chaise lounge on an adjacent
balcony, surrounded by both drinks and
stacks of books. We may have exchanged
greetings at least once during the three-year
period we were neighbors, but of course I
could not foresee that this Harold Bloom
would soon emerge as one of the most orig-
inal and renowned critics of literature and re-
ligious culture.

I well remember Bloom’s hallmark lecture
on Joseph Smith a decade or so later at the
University of Utah’s Kingsbury Hall. My
former professors and colleagues seemed
primed to enjoy Bloom’s anticipated scoffing
at Mormonism’s founder, but Bloom didn’t
do that. That lecture and two laudatory
chapters on Mormon theology in his The
American Religion must have similarly dis-
mayed a number of others. Bloom’s adjec-
tive—”audacious”—and his bafflement at
the correspondences between LDS scripture
and what in Joseph Smith’s day was not yet
elucidated regarding Kabbala still ring in my
ears.

Already in The American Religion, Bloom
expresses his disdain for the LDS Church as
an institution. Nor should we expect him to
fully fathom what he considers lost since the
days of our earlier modern prophets. Yet,
upon encountering in his SUNSTONE essay a
parallel between “the ancient Hebrew proce-
dure” and Joseph Smith’s accomplishment in
turning “a religion into a people” (page 19), I
could not help being reminded that this
transformation is what our full-time mission-

aries still almost daily experience with con-
vert members. I was reminded also of the
affinities that arise in LDS temples. I’m
grateful for Bloom’s mention of this parallel
and its reminder to me of the exceptional, at
times even ecstatic, concord and sense of
community that—largely according to our
own spirit and attitude—we still encounter
among fellow Saints on Sundays and at other
times.

Too often we devalue the familiar Church
“procedures” that give rise to such commu-
nity. Yet the citation in the same SUNSTONE
issue of William W. Phelps’s inspired “If You
Could Hie to Kolob” (in the cover article,
“Transfiguration”) and of Brian Chapman’s
fair comment (in his sermon, “A True and
Living Church”)—”The burden of making
the Church true and living does not just fall
on President Hinckley. It falls on all of us”—
further substantiate what, for all his erudi-
tion, Bloom could not possibly appreciate or
understand.

For all that, Bloom serves—though per-
haps unwittingly, together with Jan Shipps,
Rodney Stark, and a few others—as a latter-
day Colonel Kane, appreciatively (though
with critical tools fully functioning) trans-
lating Mormonism for a wider world.
Witness his final words in the recent PBS
documentary, The Mormons: “Of all religions
that I know, the one that most vehemently
and persistently defies and denies the reality
of death is the original Mormonism of the
prophet, seer and revelator, Joseph Smith.”
Or consider this surprising reference in
Bloom’s preface to Shakespeare: The Invention
of the Human: “[Shakespeare] has become a
Scripture, not to be read as many of us read
the Bible or the Koran or Joseph Smth’s
Doctrine and Covenants, but also not to be
read as we read Cervantes or Dickens or Walt
Whitman.”

TOM ROGERS
Bountiful, Utah

ENJOYING FROM AFAR

I T’S BEEN A MORE THAN A YEAR SINCE
I first read a copy of SUNSTONE magazine

(the December 2005 issue with the some-
what Cubist portrait of Joseph Smith on the
cover) in the Community of Christ Library in
Independence, Missouri. And it’s been a little
less than a year since I started my overseas,
online subscription which has allowed me to
read issues electronically and thus save
postage and perhaps a tree or two. I very
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much enjoy my subscription and how it
helps me keep up with what my “Mormon
cousins” are thinking about church history,
theology, science, and the arts.

One article in the March 2007 issue
which really struck a chord with me was
Curt Bench’s “More Faith Than I’d Thought.”
Bench describes to his readers what he feels
are the most important aspects of his faith:
hope, intelligent inquiry (aided by lots of
good books), family, friends, and being open
to the Spirit wherever and whenever he finds
it. I am grateful for his article because it re-
minded me so much of my own experience
as a teenage, bibliophile convert in the RLDS
Kirtland Stake—debating with my LDS con-
temporaries in high school or at 6 a.m. semi-
nary classes, talking with missionaries at the
local Mormon ward, and taking friends to
services at the Kirtland Temple. The older I
get, the more I seem to return to the things
that were important to me when I was
young. Thank you for such a fine article and
publication. I look forward to every issue.

BRYAN R. MONTE
Zeist, The Netherlands

NO SUBSTITUTE

T HANK YOU FOR THE ARTICLES
by Harold Bloom and Curt Bench

in the March 2007 SUNSTONE. They
more than made up for the nonsensical
gabbiness of the anonymous authors
who found parallels and complements
between Mormonism and Transhuman-
ism. At the invitation of the article, and
thinking there had to be something to it
for SUNSTONE to give it fifteen precious
pages, I checked out what is available
on the Internet, but without any satis-
faction. The organization the anonyms
claim to have created is as mysterious as
the identity of the authors.

My conclusion as to the worth of the
article came after considering each of
the following three explanations: (a)
someone or some small group is pulling
our leg and is highly amused at the
credulity of those who take them seri-
ously; (b) they are trying to be a second
L. Ron Hubbard and wish to exploit us;
or (c) they are sincerely fascinated by
both technology and eschatology but
have such superficial knowledge of
both that they think they have found a
new wisdom.

The notion behind Transhumanism,
if it be taken seriously, is not new. It is
another proposal for the conquest of na-
ture. Its impracticality as a solution to

by members of the Mormon Transhumanist
Association. I’m sorry the article disap-
pointed this reader, but I am encouraged by
the reasons given because they suggest ways
in which we can improve communication of
our message. As I understand Holmes’s letter,
he dislikes the article for the following rea-
sons:

1) The anonymity of the authors
suggests less than admirable
intentions.
2) Despite the authors’ pretense,
their article presents nothing new.
3) Transhumanism advocates 
conquest of nature, which implies
oppression of free will.
4) Transhumanism is not a 
substitute for the gospel of Christ.

Regarding #1: The authors expected nei-
ther anonymity nor attribution. When the
SUNSTONE editors asked about attribution,
we responded that we could provide a list of
names but were satisfied with a general attri-
bution. In the end, given that several per-
sons contributed to the article in varying
ways and to varying extents, anonymity was
practical.

Regarding #2: The authors recognize
that Transhumanism was not created from
nothing. For example, as indicated in the
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the challenges of mortality, and its danger to
the fundamental principle of freedom of con-
science and the values of a society built upon
that freedom, have been well explored by
C.S. Lewis in The Abolition of Man. Lewis
points out that the ultimate conquest of na-
ture is the conquest of man, for it will be hu-
mans, not technology, who do the
conquering. Those who direct the conquest
gain control over others, the ultimate success
being the destruction of freedom of con-
science and free will (in Mormon terms, “free
agency”) and the values that make life worth-
while—now and eternally—for those who
attempt to live by them.

Some parallels and complements can be
found between Mormonism and many other
theologies, philosophies, and even self-help
systems, for, as Ecclesiastes says, “There is
nothing new under the sun.” But that does
not make any of them either the same as the
gospel or its equal or a substitute for it.

SAMUEL L. HOLMES
Lafayette, California

Lincoln Cannon, president of the Mormon
Transhumanist Association, responds:

M Y THANKS TO SAMUEL HOLMES
for his response to the article written

Drawing the new ward boundaries was particularly complicated this year . . . 
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article, Transhumanists generally trace their
origins to secular humanism. But religious
humanism (a description that suits some
influential interpretations of Mormon the-
ology) and other ideological influences
should also be recognized. On the other
hand, Transhumanism does provide some
new extensions to ancient perspectives—
or, Transhumanism was created through a
reorganization of eternal element, so to
speak.

Regarding #3: The authors agree that
some interpretations of Transhumanism are
oppressive. For example, a few Transhu-
manists think ethics can be enforced
through technological means. However, that
thought presents a serious problem: moral-
ity can be enforced, if at all, only within the
context of the enforcer’s moral under-
standing, which may itself be immoral. For
this and other reasons, most Transhumanists
value diversity and liberty, as expressed in
the Transhumanist Declaration and Mormon
Transhumanist Affirmation. Technology can
and will be used for both good and evil.

With foresight, we can mitigate the evil.
Regarding #4: The authors heartily agree

that Transhumanism is not a substitute for
the gospel of Christ. As expressed in the ar-
ticle, Mormonism complements Transhu-
manism. The most important complement is
Mormonism’s high esteem for charity. Power
(whether understood in technological terms
or otherwise) without charity is dangerous,
at best. Our desire to influence Transhuman-
ists toward charitable positions is among the
reasons we established the Mormon Trans-
humanist Association.
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Letters for publication are edited 
for clarity, tone, and space. 
Send them to:
EDITOR@SUNSTONEONLINE.COM. 

If you wish to write letters to 
authors, address them to that 
author, care of SUNSTONE:

343 N. Third West
Salt Lake City, UT 84103. 

We will forward them unopened.

www.forthosewhowonder.com
FREE DOWNLOADS!

$7 • LDS Bookstores • ISBN 1-883992-06-0

F or members of the LDS Church,
the authority to speak for God

rests with the First Presidency, who
hold the exclusive prerogative to in-
terpret scripture and doctrine for the
church at large. 

This volume should therefore be
of interest to church members and
scholars looking for official views on
doctrinal questions and contemporary
issues. For readers’ convenience, the
excerpts are arranged alphabetically by
topic and in reverse chronological
order to present the most recent state-
ments first. 

Deep in the recesses of
the Mormon heart, Jesus

is an experienced but unpre-
tentious cowboy who, like our
own rugged fathers, watches
over us with kind and sparing
advice. Enter Frank Windham, a
hard-working Mormon, trying to
be good but convinced he’s on the
road to hell. The Backslider is an ex-
pression of the human struggle with
imperfection and hope of redemp-
tion. It is a landmark in Mormon fic-
tion, now issued in an illustrated edi-
tion on its twentieth anniversary.

The Backslider
ANNIVERSARY EDITION

hardback. 440 Pages. $31.95 

Statements of the LDS First 
Presidency: A Topical Compendium

paperback. 544 pages. $34.95

Cowboys and Prophets.

By Levi S. Peterson
Illustrations by Micah Clegg

Compiled by Gary James Bergera
Foreword by Dale C. LeCheminant

www.signaturebooks.com
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